*NEW* Canteen Ordering System

ALL food and drink can be ordered.

(Except frozen items, they will be sold over the counter)

Orders are to be clearly written on a paper bag.
Lunch orders to be placed in the class canteen tub in the morning.

Name:
Class/Room:

Order:
1 x CHICKEN NOODLES $2.20
2 x DIM SIMS - WITH SAUCE $1.40
1 x APPLE JUICE $1.30
1 x MINI MUFFIN - 25c

Total: $5.15

Please make sure containers from home are clearly labelled.

Dim Sims: “No Sauce” or “With Sauce”?

Correct money to be put inside the bag and folded securely.

If a bag or container not provided a charge of 10 cents is required.

Full canteen price list over page.